
Ongoing technology evolution drives demand for
new products, and consumers’ excitement
surrounding the next big product release pushes
electronics companies to produce smarter

devices. It’s a chicken-and-egg philosophy. Today’s
consumers expect their electronics to deliver a personal
experience and provide high performance, greater bandwidth
efficiency and extended battery life.
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New technologies and consumer desires
push electronics to the next level
BY LAUREN DUENSING
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According to the Semiconductor Indus-
try Association, Washington, D.C., the
developments made in semiconductor
technology during the past 50 years are a
big reason these smaller, faster, more reli-
able electronics exist.
A near-field communication chip, for

instance, enables smartphones to com-
municate without contact for payment
transactions or data exchange. Or a new
algorithm, like the one recently an-
nounced from NXP Semiconductors,
Eindhoven, Netherlands, can boost the
power of micro speakers, improving their
sound without causing speaker damage.
“Consumers want more technology in

the palm of their hands,” says Ed Rebello,
spokesperson for LamResearch, Fremont,
Calif., a supplier of wafer fabrication
equipment and services to the global semi-
conductor industry. “They want smarter
smartphones and flashier tablets. They

expect costs will go down with each new
product generation. This has placed in-
credible demands on chipmakers. They
must continue to innovate and drive down
costs at the pace of Moore’s Law, while
also challenging the physical limitations
of science.”
Moore’s Law defines the growth rate of

transistors on a semiconductor, says Brian
Toohey, SIA president and CEO. The
law’s basic principle is themore transistors
on a semiconductor, the more functional-
ity or computational power it possesses, he
says. “Moore’s Law states the number of
transistors on a semiconductor will double
every 18 to 24 months.”
As these process technologies improve,

cost and power consumption will de-
crease. “The resulting decrease in cost per
performance means that the price of end
products is continually driven down while
functionality continues to improve,”

INNOVATE



Toohey says. “This helps explain why PCs
and smartphones have experienced im-
proved performance while costs have not
experienced a corresponding increase.”
In addition, new markets are emerging

for semiconductor technology. “The con-
sumer market is an example of an area
where products that did not contain semi-
conductors not long ago, now do,” Toohey
notes. “For instance, many household ap-
pliances such as washers and dryers, ovens
and refrigerators that did not have elec-
tronic content in the past now contain
electronic content—and semiconductors.
“The main end market product cate-

gories used to track semiconductormarkets
are computer, communication, consumer,
autos, industrial and government,” he con-
tinues. “Whilemost of these segments have
grown over the past 15 years as the overall
semiconductor market has grown, the
communication, consumer, autos and in-
dustrial segments have increased their
long-term share of the market, while the
computer segment has experienced an
overall decrease in market share.”

Continued spending
The Consumer Electronics Association’s
July CEA Index showed consumer senti-
ment toward technology continuing its
upward trend toward the highest June read-
ing since the first index in January 2007.
Shawn DuBravac, CEA’s chief econo-

mist and senior director of research,
attributed the continued rise to declining
gas prices, which allows consumers to
allocate more of their spending to tech-
nology. He noted, however, that
economic sentiment “will likely remain
under pressure,” in the face of continued
global volatility.
Brian Bueno, metals industry analyst

IBISWorld, Santa Monica, Calif., says
increased consumer spending also has
been aided by favorable government poli-
cies. “Consumer spending also continues
to benefit from the slow but steady im-
provement in employment conditions,” he
says. “The slide, albeit slow, in the unem-
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“[CHIPMAKERS] MUST CONTINUE TOINNOVATE AND DRIVE DOWN COSTS AT
THE PACE OF MOORE’S LAW, WHILE ALSO
CHALLENGING THE PHYSICAL
LIMITATIONS OF SCIENCE.”

ED REBELLO, LAM RESEARCH
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ployment rate has bolstered confidence of
workers already employed, allowing more
of them to move forward with purchases
postponed when employment prospects
were less certain.”
These connected consumers largely are

purchasing smartphones, tablets and the
latest generation of televisions. According to
Gartner Inc., Stamford, Conn., in the sec-
ond quarter of 2012, worldwide PC
shipments endured their seventh consecu-
tive quarter of flat to single-digit growth.
“Consumers are less interested in spend-

ing on PCs, as there are other technology
products and services, such as the latest
smartphones andmedia tablets that they are
purchasing,” Mikako Kitagawa, principal
analyst atGartner, said in a statement. “This

is more of a trend in the mature market, as
PCs are highly saturated in these markets.”
Beyond the computer, tablet and smart-

phonemarket, advancements in the audio
and video equipment sector will con-
tribute to growth, Bueno says. He points
out because of new broadcast restrictions
and a switch to HD sets, television has

been a primary driver of the market.
However, “over the next five years, the in-

troduction and growing popularity of 3-D,
Internet connectivity and organic LED
technologies will help maintain and grow
sales in the display category. As such, unit
sales are forecast to increase along with in-
novative value additions. Blu-ray video
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RARE EARTH RECLAMATION
Rare earth elements and rare metals are important for the de-
fense, automotive, electronics and renewable energy industries.
However, they are difficult and costly to mine and process, and
prices have fluctuated wildly in the past five years. Currently, China
accounts for 95 to 97 percent of the output of these elements.
Jack Lifton, a founding principal of Technology Metals Re-

search, Carpentersville, Ill., says the most
common uses for rare earth elements in elec-
tronics are motors and magnets. “Rare
permanent magnets are the reason you can
miniaturize most personal electronics because
they allow for miniature speakers and miniature
microphones,” he says. “The vibrating feature on
all cell phones is a rare earth permanent magnet
device. ... One of the reasons we’ve been able to
make cell phones and cameras so tiny is even the function of
moving something like a lens can be done with a tiny motor,
which, even though it’s tiny, has tremendous power for its size.
That’s done with rare earth permanent magnets.”
Because these elements are critical for electronics production,

the volatility surrounding their price concerns manufacturers.
“Over the past five years, rare earth metal prices have in-

creased swiftly as rapidly growing electronics production have
elevated demand,” says Brian Bueno, a metals industry analyst
with IBISWorld, noting these rising prices have increased costs
for electronics manufacturers.

“However, improved cost efficiencies in other manufacturing
processes have generally offset these rising costs,” Bueno notes.
“It turned out last year’s pricing was a speculative bubble,

and it dropped dramatically in the last few months to a more
reasonable level,” Lifton says. “I’m predicting that rare earth
permanent magnets will settle back to being about twice the
cost they were in 2007.”
That’s going to make products slightly more expensive, but

material innovations and cost efficiencies in the manufactur-
ing process will help electronics prices stay within reach

of consumers.
In addition to producing close to 100 percent

of the rare earth materials, China uses 75 percent
to 80 percent of them within its borders. Lifton
says it’s both a monopoly producer and a monop-
sony user, meaning no one can challenge the

price set by the country.
“Until there is a supply chain outside of China, we

don’t have any say in pricing,” he says. “They produce the
material, they use the material and they set the prices inside
of China. We do not have the supply chain in the Western
world to use the material. America is not a destination for rare
earths. It would be a good place from which to supply rare
earths, which Molycorp, Greenwood Village, Colo., is finding
out. The export market is where they want to be. We don’t
make rare earth batteries here; we don’t make rare earth per-
manent magnets in the United States. Most of what we use is
made in China or Japan.”
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technology is also expected to drive retail
sales and manufacturing demand as the
hardware becomes cheaper and consumers
purchase the accompanying software.”
Bueno says active-matrix displays

(AMOLED), a thin-film technology that
has higher refresh rates, quicker response
times and lower power consumption, are
an emerging area of growth. They follow
LED and OLED technologies and are
“mainly used in mobile phones, media
players and digital cameras,” he says.
The demand for AMOLED technology

is so high SamsungDisplay can’t keep up,
Bueno notes, limiting production of
“many high-profile smartphones, from its

own flagship Galaxy S to the competing
Droid Incredible and Evo 4G, both made
by HTC. Samsung representatives expect
the number of devices using AMOLED
screens to grow 35 times to 700 million
units by 2015.”

New designs need new materials
When it was released in 2005, Apple’s iPod
Shuffle gave consumers a way to carry
around their music in a tiny package.
However, there’s a limit to the miniatur-
ization of electronics.
“We’ve hit a plateau on how small elec-

tronics can get,” says JackLifton, a founding
principal of Technology Metals Research,

Carpentersville, Ill. “It doesn’t do you any
good to have a switch smaller than your
hand can operate.Now, structuralmaterials
are in a renaissance. Today, I’m seeing a lot
of research in aluminumalloys,mixedwith
rare earth metals, giving them new proper-
ties for structural purposes, as well as being
able to bend and return to their shape.Now
that miniaturization has concluded, you
can still lighten the weight with structural
materials; they just have to be strong.”
Lifton points out there are new materi-

als for engineers to consider, such as
scandium, which can be used to make
very lightweight aluminum ormagnesium
alloys. “ [Scandium] has never been pro-
duced in bulk,” he says, “but by the end
of this decade, we’ll be producing hun-
dreds of tons of this material annually in
North America.”
“Lighter metals with diversified appli-

cations will continue to be a popular
choice for electronics manufacturers,”
Bueno adds. IBISWorld forecasts strong
demand for copper because it’s used in
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“LIGHTER METALS WITH
DIVERSIFIED APPLICATIONS WILL

CONTINUE TO BE A POPULAR CHOICE
FOR ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURERS.”BRIAN BUENO, IBISWORLD
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wire, electromagnets and electrical switches, Bueno says. “Inte-
grated circuits and circuit boards increasingly feature copper in
place of aluminum because of its superior electrical conductivity.
Furthermore, copper is used in themanufacture of computer heat
sinks as a result of its superior heat dissipation capacity to alu-
minum. Vacuum tubes, cathode ray tubes and microwave ovens
also use copper.”

Continued advancement
In 1982, when the SIA board of directors founded the Semicon-
ductor Research Corp., a public private research partnership, an
advanced chip had about 100,000 transistors, Toohey says. “Thirty
years later,microprocessors that operate in the 5 gigahertz range are
a full three orders of magnitude faster and havemore than a billion
transistors,” he says. “Industry technology executives have recently
indicated that we are well on our way to designing chips that have a
trillion transistors or other kinds of devices. These chips will enable
applications beyond imagination and drive new consumer sales.”
He points out several areas of advancement that are highlighted

in the 2011 International Technology Roadmap on Semicon-
ductors, which is organized by the SIA, including memory, flash
and micro-electro-mechanical systems.
“The ITRS report notes thatDynamicRandomAccessMemory

(DRAM) technology development will be accelerated, which will
allow for faster introduction of technologies like higher-perfor-
mance servers and sophisticated graphics for game consoles,”
Toohey notes. “Additionally, flash technology, used as memory in
mobile computing devices, such as digital cameras, tablet PCs and
cell phones, is expected to experience accelerated development
over the next two years. And the introduction of three-dimensional
flash technology beginning in 2016 will allow for greater memory
capabilities for a broad range of popular consumer electronics.”
Rebello says the semiconductor industry is focusing on new de-

vice structures, circuit patterning technologies and wafer size to
help decrease chip manufacturing costs.
“On the materials front, the industry has seen a significant in-

crease in the use of newmaterials,” Rebello says. “Before 2000, the
industry used fewer than 20 elements from the periodic table to
produce chips. Today, more than 60 elements are either in use or
being explored for semiconductor manufacturing.
“In addition, as chip circuitry has gotten smaller, the resistivity

of traditional aluminumwiring has become an issue for device in-
terconnects,” he continues. “The industry has turned to other
metals, like copper, as an alternative. Lam Research was one of
the pioneers that led this shift in manufacturing with the intro-
duction of the industry’s first electrochemical deposition system for
high volume manufacturing in 1998.”
Continued innovation in the semiconductormarket and efforts

from both chip manufacturers and initiatives like the IRTS will
“ultimately yield faster, smarter, more energy efficient, less costly
and higher performance chips that will enable untold number of
technology devices and functions in the future,” Toohey says. Fo-
cusing on these challenges and opportunities will benefit society,
and advance technologies to the next level. �


